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Agua Fusion

The Refreshing Flavors of Spa Water
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After taking classes during World Yoga Day at the Red Mountain Resort, the staff was highly aware
that attendees would be in need of some serious hydration. Ready on hand was Red Mountain’s
signature spa water that includes fresh slices of lemons and cucumbers. Visualize every incredibly
fabulous spa experience you’ve ever had and chances are it culminated with an icy glass of H2O and
fruit freely floating about the goblet…ah, a Calgon moment for the taste buds indeed.
A great alternative to bland bottled water, spa water recipes are becoming just as common in the home and for
good reason. Spa waters are inexpensive to create, easy to make, and the combination of ingredients are endless.
Whether you are trying to increase water consumption or decrease your soda intake, fruit, vegetable, and herbal
infused water is a deliciously satisfying addition to a healthy diet. And if trend matters, it’s right on queue.
Infused
water
appears to have
evolved along the
side
of
Spanish
cuisine. Also known
as
agua
fresca,
health experts have
long acknowledged
the nutritional and
detoxifying benefits
of water infused
with options from
the garden. The
evolution of spas
and resorts has done
much to amplify
this
delicate
yet
invigorating variation
of hydration. In fact, a
growing trend in resort-style spas is to rely on the expertise of a spa
water chef to create unique spa waters that not only replenish but
enhance relaxation.
In her book, Spa Water: A Guide to Creating World Class Spa
Water at Home, Pam Wenzel shares a collection of twenty-two
refreshing recipes provided by award- winning spas from around
the world. Here are a few of Pam’s favorite recipes, just in time for
the southwest sunshine!
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Lavender Scented Orange Spa Water
Besides being a great skincare ingredient, Lavender is also used
in the culinary world to help add a unique flavor to salads, entrees
and desserts. This Lavender Scented Orange Spa Water from the
pages of “Spa Water” A Guide to Creating World Class Spa Water
at Home was graciously provided by Willow Stream Spa at the
Fairmont Scottsdale Arizona.
Lavender is such a versatile herb. It relieves tension and stress
naturally, while promoting relaxation and aiding in overcoming
insomnia. Paired with orange zest and slices, this herbal and citrus
Spa Water is both fragrant and delicious. Created by Executive
Sous Chef Donald Lockhart.
Ingredients
4 sprigs organic lavender
4 oranges, zested (color part only)
4 tsp. sugar (I use agave nectar and or honey)
2 qts. water
Directions
In a large pot, combine lavender, orange zest from two oranges,
sugar and water. Heat to a boil.
Remove from stove to cool. Strain before serving. Pour cooled water
in beverage server; add sliced oranges and fresh lavender sprigs.
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Raspberry Mist

Cantaloupe Blend

Tamaya Mist Spa at Hyatt Regency
Tamaya Resort & Spa, Santa Ana
Pueblo, New Mexico

Tamaya Mist Spa at Hyatt Regency
Tamaya Resort & Spa, Santa Ana
Pueblo, New Mexico

Fragrantly sweet, with a subtly
tart overtone and almost melt in
your mouth texture, raspberries
are wonderfully delicious. In
addition to their excellent flavor,
raspberries are full of strong
antioxidants and possess anticancer properties. Limes, known
as an immune system boosting
fruit, add a vitamin-packed zest.
This citrus is helpful in fighting
colds, the flu, and recurrent ear
infections.

This unique resort, envisioned
by the Pueblo of Santa Ana,
showcases
the
people
of
Tamaya’s love for hospitality
and their respect for nature.
Palatial, picturesque, and rich
with culture—from the moment
you step into the welcoming
courtyard, modeled after a
traditional dance plaza, you will
feel history come alive.

Frozen raspberries make a better
drink, as the flavor is intense. When
serving, add fresh raspberries for
garnish or consumption.
Ingredients
3 cartons of raspberries
4 limes, thinly sliced
4 cups ice water
Directions
Layer your beverage pitcher with
lime slices and raspberries. Add
ice. Repeat until the server is full.
Pour water over the ice and fruit.
Note: If you are using a beverage
server, do not use frozen berries—
they tend to break up and clog
the spigot of the server.

The natural sweetness from the
melon makes this one of my
favorite drinks; each sip reminds
me of a tranquil escape.
A taste of summer, the cantaloupe’s
sweet fragrance is easily infused
into the water. Cantaloupe is low
in calories and packed with vitamin
A, known for enhancing vision.
The cucumber is an excellent
source of silica, a nutrient booster
for a smooth complexion, and
cucumber’s high water content
makes it naturally hydrating—a
must for glowing skin.
Ingredients
1 cantaloupe
1 cucumber
4 cups ice water
Directions
Peel and slice the cantaloupe. As
with all fruit, wash or scrub well.
Cucumbers, like most fruit, have
wax that is very stressful for the
body to digest, so you should
peel and slice the cucumber.
Peeling the cucumber also adds
more flavor and cuts down on
bitterness. Layer the sliced fruit
in a beverage server, adding ice
between each layer. Pour water
over the mixture and chill. Infuse
longer for stronger flavor.

Watermelon Dew Spa Water
Ingredients
1
/2 sliced melon
several sprigs of fresh mint
water
honey (optional)
Directions
Add melon to water and chill for at least four hours, or overnight. The
longer it sits, the stronger the flavor. Discard melon after twenty four
hours—the water will still have the great melon and mint flavors. For
presentation purposes, add mint leaves and a small slice of melon
to individual glass before serving.
For a more intense taste and colorful appearance, remove the
watermelon from the rind and cut into chunks. Place into a food
processor and puree (If the melon is not sweet, this would be a
good time to add a few tablespoons of honey). Strain the pureed
water. Fill beverage server with ice and watermelon water. This will
produce a sweet tasting water.
Health Note: The antioxidants in watermelon help reduce the
severity of asthma and may also reduce the risk of colon cancer, heart
disease, rheumatoid arthritis, and prostate cancer. Watermelon is
also very hydrating and helps to boost energy levels due to its high
concentration of vitamin B.
For more recipes and ideas on spa water or to purchase the book,
‘Spa Water ~ A Guide to Creating World Class Spa Water’ by Pam Wenzel
visit www.myspawater.com.
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